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Q.1  Reading :For questions (1 -20) , read the following texts carefully , and then
choose the correct answer from A , B , C or D to complete the sentences and
answer the questions below each text .                                                    ( 20 points )

 A new cancer drug is being trialled in Plymouth, UK, which doctors hope will
extend the  lives of cancer patients and reduce their symptoms overnight. It is
taken as a single pill every morning, and so far patients have shown none of the
usual side effect such as the sickness and hair loss that are experienced when
undergoing other forms of cancer treatment.

1)The new cancer drug will have many results such as:
                 A) single pill      B) side effect
                 C) sickness and hair loss  D) reducing  patients symptoms

 The King Hussein Cancer Center is Jordan’s only comprehensive cancer treatment
centre. It treats both adult and paediatric patients. As the population of the country
increases, more and more families will rely on the hospital for cancer treatment.
Patients come not only from Jordan but also from other countries in the region, as
they are attracted by its excellent reputation, lower costs, and cultural and
language similarities.

2) Two kinds of patients are treated by KHCC. Who are they?

3)The phrasal verb that means to have trust or confidence in something or
    someone in the text is …….

         A) comprehensive      B) treatment      C) attracted      D) rely on
 It’s normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, studies show that

negative emotions can harm the body. Anger can also have harmful effects on
health. When you see red, your blood pressure is raised and you can suffer from
headaches The study has been controversial. Some health professionals believe
that bad lifestyle choices, such as smoking or lack of exercise, are the reason for
heart disease and other illnesses.

4) Negative emotions have harmful effects on health such as…………:
 A) smoking   B) lack of exercise  C) high blood pressure  D) lifestyle choices

 In conclusion, the benefits of Masdar City for the community and the environment
greatly outweigh any disadvantages. If the aims of the developers are realised,
Masdar City will be a blueprint for future urban planning that will inspire similar
megaprojects in other countries.

5) The word that means to be important than something else in the text is …….
       A) community     B) outweigh    C) conclusion   D) blueprint
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 Ali ibn Nafi’ is also known as ‘Ziryab’ (or ‘Blackbird’, because of his beautiful
voice). He was a gifted pupil of a famous musician from Baghdad, and it was his
talent for music that led him to Cordoba in the ninth century CE. He was the guest
of the Umayyad ruler there.

6) Quote the sentence which indicates that Ali ibn Nafi talented in music.

7) The underlined word (there) in the text refers to …………
         A) Umayyad ruler    B) ninth century    C) Cordoba    D) Baghdad

 At a surgery in London, 70 per cent of patients who were offered the choice
between a herbal or a conventional  medicine  for  common  complaints  such  as
insomnia, arthritis  and  migraines chose the herbal remedy. Fifty per cent of
patients then said that the treatment helped. One doctor said, "I now consider
homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different conditions.

8) Common ailments are mentioned in the text such as ………………..
   A) herbal remedy   B) conventional medicine  C) complaints  D) arthritis

9) What did the majority of the patients said about herbal remedy?

 In many countries, an increasing number of young people and adults are
overweight or  even obese.  One reason for this is the growing popularity of fast
food, which didn’t use to be as common as it is now. Another big factor is lack of
exercise. People would often walk to school or work, but these days many more of
us drive.

10) According to the text, the main factor of obesity is…………………
A) The increasing number of young people.
B) Walking to school.
C) The growing popularity of fast food.
D) Driving.

 The boy caught Sheikh Hamden's attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb
for his father. The Sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the
tour that he is sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-
confidence and inspire other young Emirati inventors.

11)The underlined word (his) in the text refers to …………

            A) the boy   B) attention   C) Sheikh Hamdan   D) invention
[

12) The word that means an artificial body part in the text is …….
            A) interest   B) prosthetic    C) sponsor   D) inventors
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 Dennis Sorensen, a 39-year-old from Denmark, was the first person to try out the
new invention. After losing his left hand in an accident, he had been using
a standard prosthetic hand for nine years. The new hand, which was developed by
Swiss and Italian scientists, was a huge improvement. With it, Sorensen could not
only pick up and manipulate objects, but he could also feel them. Now he has his
old artificial hand back.

13)Dennis Sorensen needs a prosthetic hand because ……
A) he was the first person to try it out.
B) he lost his hand in an accident .
C) he had been using a standard prosthetic hand
D) he could  pick up and manipulate objects .

14) The word that is the opposite of ‘natural’ in the text is ………
            A) invention   B)accident     C) artificial     D) improvement

 Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and
astronomer – a true polymath.  He  made  ground-breaking  discoveries  in  many
of  these  fields,  but  it  is probably his work in arithmetic and geometry that has
made him most famous.

15) What made Al-Kindi famous?

16) The word that means someone who has a lot of knowledge and an expert in
       the text is …………

            A) physician    B) astronomer     C) philosopher     D) polymath

 One of the many things which Ibn Bassal achieved was A Book of Agriculture.
The book consisted of sixteen chapters which explain how best to grow trees, fruit
and vegetables, as well as herbs and sweet-smelling flowers; perhaps the most
famous chapter of all was the one that described how to treat different types of
soil. Ibn Bassal also worked out how to irrigate the land by finding underground
water and digging wells.

17)The verb that means ‘supply land with water’ in the text is ……
            A) grow     B) achieved      C) consisted      D) irrigate
18) What does the famous chapter of the book describe?
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 The influence of Ibn Bassal’s book was enormous. As farmers down the
generations followed his instructions and advice, the land became wonderfully
fertile and produced more than enough food for the fast-growing population. The
irrigation systems that he and his followers put in place are still in evidence in
Spain. Although his name is not widely known, Ibn Bassal’s legacy to the world
has been great.

19) Who put the irrigation systems in Spain in place?

20) The word that means ‘land that agriculturally productive ’ in the text is …

             A) enormous   B) fertile   C) legacy   D) produced
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vocabulary :   For question ( 21- 55 ) , choose the correct answer from A , B , C
or D to complete each of the following sentences .          (35 points)

21) If you are writing an online diary then you are writing a …………..
             A) email exchange     B) social media    C) blog   D) website
22) You can watch educational programmers in class on a …………..
             A) filter     B) whiteboard   C) sat nav  D) programme
23) Students can ……………. a website for their classroom.
             A) contribute    B) monitor    C) share   D) create
24) Most young people communicate through social media by which they ……..
      each other photos and massages  .
             A) send      B) present      C) compare       D) share
25) We can all work hard to reduce our …….. by living a more environmentally-
       friendly lifestyle.
     A) economic growth  B) negative effects  C) biological waste  D) carbon footprint
26) The need for more effective…………… is evident when we consider modern
       day problems like traffic.
     A) urban planning  B) public transport   C) biological waste   D) economic growth
27) After our Science lesson in the laboratory, we always help the teacher to put
       the …………. away.
            A) sustainability   B) apparatus     C) prosthetic   D) mortality
28)Professor Badari, aged 67, is the hospital’s leading...….. specialising in cancer
      care.
            A) sponsor    B) polymath     C) physician      D) philosopher
29)When you ride a bike, you should always wear ………….……
            A) apparatus      B) prosthetic     C) helmet    D) headlines
30) You can move around the computer screen using a ………….
            A) laptop     B) program     C) model     D) mouse
31) The small piece that we find inside a computer is …………….
            A) floppy disk   B) computer chip    C) program    D) access
32) My brother is learning how to write computer ……………….…….s.
            A) security sitting   B) computer chip  C) program   D) access
33) Mobile phones used to be huge. Early ………………..s were as big as bricks!
            A) chip    B) privacy sitting     C) calculation     D) model
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34) People can speak to each other via mobile phones. Speak to means ………..
            A) translate     B) educate     C) communicate     D) calculate
35) Many serious diseases can be prevented by……..…, which helps the body to
      build antibodies.
            A) acupuncture      B) immunisation      C) migraine      D) homoeopathy
36) My grandfather has ................ in his fingers, so he sometimes finds it difficult
      to write.
            A) allergies      B) migraine        C) ailment     D) arthritis
37) Headaches and colds are common…………………… s, especially in winter.
            A) allergies     B) migraine     C) ailment     D) arthritis
38) I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely out of………
            A) the red      B) the green    C) the blue       D) the white
39) If something seems very strange, we sometimes say it is ………….……
            A) viable     B)conventional     C) sceptical     D) alien
40) My father ……………….everybody's attention when he finished his studies.
            A) take     B) catch      C) attend      D) spend
41) I like to ……………………time learning foreign languages.
            A) attend       B) take     C) get     D) spend
42) The Olympic Games often ……………...young people to take up a sport.
            A) risk    B) monitor     C) reputation      D) inspire
43) When my grandfather had a heart attack, the doctors attached a special …...
      to his chest.
            A) tiny    B) reputation      C) inspire      D) monitor
44) Ramzi is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores high in:
            A) arithmetic       B) geometry       C) mathematician        D) physician
45) You must not take in medicine without consulting a ……………...…..…..…
            A) mathematician    B) philosopher     C) polymath    D) physician
46) Before the boys go climbing, they’ll go to a special shop to buy all the….…...
      that they need.
            A) fund      B) textiles     C) equipment      D) artificial
47) A telescope enables …………………………………….s to observe the stars.
            A) monitor    B) astronomer      C) mathematician    D) fund
48) My parents have saved enough money to ……..…….. our university courses.
            A) monitor      B) astronomer    C) calculations       D) fund
49) It is often impossible for people with ………………..………….to climb stairs.
            A) symptoms        B) gallery         C) disabilities        D) textiles
50) In our Maths exam, we have to write down our …..… as well as the answers.
            A) career       B) geometry     C) physicist    D) calculations
51) Have you heard the good news? We’ve got the green light to go ahead with
      our project! the green light means…………………..
            A) unexpectedly     B) doing something wrong
            C) permission      D) useless possession
52) Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught……………………..
            A) out of the blue    B) red-handed   C) feel a bit blue    D) see red
53) Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is...…...
            A) alien     B) viable     C) sceptical     D) conventional
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54) A lot of houses became white elephants as their owners left to live in the city.
      White elephants means …….
              A) in the act of doing something wrong.
              B) Apparently from nowhere.
              C) something that has cost a lot of money but has no useful purpose.
              D) unexpectedly
55) When people talk about ………, they can mean either an improvement in the
    average standard of living  or an increase in the value of a country’s products.
              A) urban planning    B) public transport
              C) biological waste    D) economic growth

=============================================================

Grammar : For question ( 56 - 155 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C and
                    D  or answer the questions as necessary .                            (100 points)
56) Dogs ………………….. at friendly humans .
               A) aren’t park    B) doesn’t  park    C) aren’t    D) don’t park
57) My foot …………………………………………..……. me at the present time.
               A) hurts     B) hurt       C) is hurting     D) are hurting
58) Unfortunately, Adel …………………......….….. any foreign languages so far.

          A) haven’t studied   B)studied    C) hasn’t study    D) hasn’t studied
59) Adel   ………………………… in the pool for an hour when Ezz joined him.
               A) hadn’t been swum       B) hasn’t been swum
               C) hadn’t been swimming      D) hasn’t swam
60) What……….....…….. Adel ………………......before he went to bed?

          A) had / did      B) has / did      C) have / done      D) had / done
61) This time last year I …...………………………...…………………… in Zarqa.
               A) were living    B) was lived      C) lived     D) was living
62) While I …………………………….…...……… in the garden, I hurt my back.
               A) am working  B) were working  C) will be working   D) was working
63) Before I ………………………. tennis, I………………………...…….. a bath .
               A) had played / took        B) played / have took
               C) played / had taken     D) have played / taken
64) Adel got angry because he ………………………………….………… all day.
               A) hadn’t been playing         B) hasn’t been playing
               C) had been played          D) had / been played
65) When …………...….………... Mr. Sami ……………………..…………….….?
              A) was/ died     B) had / die     C) was / die     D) did /die
66) What …………………….…… you………………..… at 10 o'clock last night?
              A) was / doing    B) did / do    C) were / doing      D) had / done
67) ……………..…. Adel and Ezz …………………..…….. English this summer?
              A) Is / learning      B) Do / learn       C) Are / learning     D) Does / learn
68) We …………..…... usually ………………………..…..……… to the cinema .
              A) aren’t / go    B) are / going    C) don’t / go    D) doesn’t / go
69) Adel never ……………………...……………………......……. at the weekend .
              A) relaxed    B) is relaxing     C) relaxes     D) relax
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70) She ………………………..………………....................……..…got green bag .
            A) has have       B) have        C) hasn’t       D) has got
71) ………………..….……. you ever…………………………...………… a horse?
            A) Has / rided     B) Have / rided      C) Have / ridden    D) Have / rode
72) This time next year, students will ……………….……… for their final exam.
            A) prepare    B) have prepared     C) will be preparing    D) be preparing
73) In thirty years’ time, scientists …………………………….. a cure for cancer.
            A) found     B) find      C) will have found      D) were finding
74) According to Kate's schedule, she …….. her business partner next Tuesday.
            A) would be met    B) will be met   C) was going to meet   D) is going to meet
75) Adel got angry because he …………………..……….…….…………… all day.
            A) played    B) hadn’t played    C) hadn’t been playing   D) is going to play
76) He doesn’t have ……………………… in the next competition.
            A) had participate   B) participate    C) to participating   D) to participate
77) They ……………………..………………………….….…………..…….. heroes.

      A) don’t     B) isn’t    C) aren’t been    D) aren’t
78) So far this week, Adel and Ezz ………..…..…….….........………….three tests .

      A) has had   B) have    C) have had    D) had have
79) When the phone ………………….…,they …...……….…………….. television.

      A) ranged / were watching      B) was ringing / watched
      C) rang / were watching       D) were ringing  / were watching

80) I …………..…….…..never ……………..….…………to such a party before.
      A) hadn’t / been     B) has / been    C) haven’t  / been     D) had / been

81) I was very tired when I arrived home. I ………………..……….. hard all day.
     A) has been working       B) hasn’t been working
     C) had been working       D) hadn’t had worked

82) If you don’t go to Amman, you …………….. Ezz.
     A) wouldn’t see    B) weren't going to see  C) won't see    D) haven't see

83) Why……………...you………….……….…...…………. so early two days ago?
     A) were / leave  B)  did / left   C)  were / leaving  D) did / leave

84) How …………. the Nabateans ………...…….….…Petra in the ancient times?
     A) did / constructed        B)  had / constructed
     C) were / construct     D) did / construct

85) …………….……..……. she ……..…...…………..……………. out last night ?
     A)  Was / going    B)  Had / gone    C) Didn’t / go    D) Did /go

86) I cut my hair every month. I get my hair…………………… every month.
          A)  had cut     B) cut     C) cutted     D) cuts
87) I am typing the documents. I am ……………the documents……………….
          A)  having / typed     B) get / typed     C) being / typed      D) typing / typed
88) You should paint your bedroom.  You should……… your bedroom…………
          A)  had / painted      B) having / painted    C) have / painted    D) has / painted
89) I had edited the article. I had ………….. the article……………………
          A)  had / edit    B) have / edited     C) has / edited      D) had / edited
90) He delivers the furniture to the factory. He ………..  the furniture…………..
         A)  had / delivered    B) is / delivered     C) has / delivered    D) is / delivering
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91) Answer in causative. I washed my car.
 I had ………………….………………………………………………………..

92) Answer in causative. I have fixed my car.
 I have ………………………………………………………………..…………

93) Answer in causative. Adel will be repairing his fridge.
 Adel will ………………………………………………………………………

94) They are printing the photos.
The correct causative form of the sentence above is …….
A) They had the photos printed.
B) They have the photos printed.
C) They were having the photos printed.
D) They are having the photos printed.

95) She had been checking her teeth.
The correct causative form of the sentence above is …….
A) She had having her teeth checked.
B) She had been having his teeth checked.
C) She has been having her teeth checked.
D) She had been having her teeth checked.

96) The plants must …………… in order to grow.
A)  be watered     B) water     C) been watered      D) watered

97) A new hospital has …………………lately in my Amman by the government.
          A)  built    B) build    C) been built    D) being build
98) The park had   ……………………………………..…… by Adel's family.

A)  visited     B) have visited     C)  being visited     D) been being visited
99) Many foreign movies ……… now …..………. into Arabic by a lot of people.

A)  had / translated  B) were / translated
C)  have / translated   D) are translated

100) Spanish …………………in South American countries by the citizens.
A)  was spoke      B) has spoken      C) is spoken        D) speaks

101) Answer in passive voice. She had to clean the house on time.
          The house ……..………………..…………………………………….………..
102) Answer in passive voice. My friends have bought enough drinks to the
        party.
        Enough drinks ………………..……………..……………..……………………
103) He usually turns off the light.

The correct passive voice form of the sentence above is …….
A) The light was usually turned off by his.
B) The light is usually turnoff by his.
C) The light was usually turnoff by him.
D) The light is usually turned off  by him.

104) We haven't taken the exam yet.
The correct passive voice form of the sentence above is …….
A) The exam hasn't being taken yet.
B) The exam had been taken yet.
C) The exam hadn’t being taken yet.
D) The exam hasn't been taken yet.
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105) Adel and Ezz were watching TV.
The correct passive voice form of the sentence above is …….
A) The TV was being watched by Adel and Ezz.
B) The TV was watching by Adel and Ezz.
C) The TV was been watched by Adel and Ezz.
D) The TV is being watching by Adel and Ezz.

106) "Did he speak to Adel?"
Ezz wondered ………………………………………..………………………….

107) "What time did the match start?"
          Ezz wanted to know that …………………………………………………….….
108) "Adel wasn’t at the class."

My friend said that ……………………………………………………….…..…
109) "Don't throw the garbage in the street."

My father commanded me ………………………………………...…………....
110) "They didn’t play with us."

Adel and Ezz said that ………………………………………………………….
111)”How long has Adel had his mobile phone?”

The correct reported speech form of the sentence above is …….
A) Ezz wanted to know that how long Adel has had him mobile phone.
B) Ezz wanted to know that how long Adel had had his mobile phone.
C) Ezz wanted to know that how long Adel had have his mobile phone.
D) Ezz wanted to know that how long Adel has had his mobile phone.

112) "I wrote you this letter."
A) Adel said that he had wrotted him this letter.
B) Adel said that he has written him that letter.
C) Adel said that he had wrotted me this letter.
D) Adel said that he had written me that letter.

113) "I may play with him."
A) Ezz promised that you might play with me.
B) Ezz promised that he might play with him.
C) Ezz promised that he might played with me.
D) Ezz promised that he might plays with him.

114) "Was Adel playing video games?"
A) Ezz asked that whether Adel has been playing video games?
B) Ezz asked that whether he had been played video games?
C) Ezz asked that whether he had been playing video games.
D) Ezz asked that whether Adel has been played video games.

115) I think you should go to the dentist.
        The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is …….

A) If I were you, I will go to the dentist.
B) If I were you , I would go to the dentist.
C) If I am you, I will go to the dentist.
D) If I am you, I would go to the dentist.

116) When my brother was a boy, He …………………………… the piano.
A) is used to playing   B) used to play   C) use to play  D) is used to play
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117) My father has worked as a teacher for 30 years. He says he …..……… now.
               A) is used to teaching     B) didn’t used to teach
               C) used to teach  D) didn’t use to teach
118) Adel ………….... The birds in the park with his family when he was young.
               A) is used to feeding    B) didn’t used to feed
               C) used to feeding        D) didn’t use to feed
119) My younger brother ……………………………… his electronic dictionary.
               A) wasn’t use to using     B) didn’t used to using
               C) used to using     D) is used to using
120) Children  …………………………….for long hours every day.

    A) are used  to study     B) didn’t used to studying
    C) aren’t used to studying     D) weren't used to study

121) Complete to give a similar meaning. It is customary for my friend to drive
         his father's car.
         My friend …………………………………………………………………..
122) Complete to give a similar meaning. It isn’t normal for my grandfather to
         run every morning.
         My grandfather …………………………………………………………………
123) My brother isn’t used to riding a bicycle for long distances.
         The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is …..

A) It is normal for my brother to riding a bicycle for long distances.
B) It is not normal for my brother to riding a bicycle for long distances.
C) It is normal for my brother to ride a bicycle for long distances  .
D) It is not normal for my brother to ride a bicycle for long distances.

124) It isn’t common for us to live in the desert.
        The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is …..

A) We aren’t used to living in the desert.
B) They weren’t use to living in the desert.
C) We weren’t used to living in the desert.
D) They aren’t used to living in the desert.

125) It isn’t normal for them to play together.
        The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is …..

A) We aren't used to playing together.
B) They are not used to playing together   .
C) They didn’t use to play together   .
D) We didn’t use to play together   .

126. The Nabateans built Petra.
A) It is the Nabateans who build Petra.
B) It was the Nabateans who build Petra.
C) It was the Nabateans who built Petra.
D) It is the Nabateans who built Petra.

127. Jabir Ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory in Iraq.
        The country where……………………………………………………………..
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128. The thing that ……………………………………………………………………
A) Al-Jazari invented the twelfth century in was the mechanical clock.
B) Al-Jazari in the twelfth century invented is the mechanical clock.
C) Al-Jazari invents in the twelfth century is the mechanical clock.
D) Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century was the mechanical clock.

129. The Great Mosque in Cordoba was built in 784 CE by Abd al-Rahman 1.
         Abd al-Rahman 1 ……………………..………………………………………..
130. The year …………………………………………………………………………

A) when the Great Mosque in Cordoba was built was 784 CE.
B) that the Great Mosque in Cordoba is built was 784 CE.
C) that the Great Mosque in Cordoba is built is 784 CE.
D) when the Great Mosque in Cordoba is build was 784 CE.

131. Meeting new friends makes parties exciting.
        The thing …………………………………………………………………………
132. The thing that …………………………………………………………………..

A) impresses him more than anything else was my neighbours'  generosity .
B) impresses me more than anything else is my neighbours'  generosity .
C) impresses me more than else anything was my neighbours'  generosity .
D) impresses him more than else anything is my neighbours'  generosity .

133. It was ……………………………………………………………………………..
A) the twelfth century in that Al-Jazari invented was mechanical clock.
B) the twelfth century in that Al-Jazari invented is the mechanical clock.
C) in the twelfth century that Al-Jazari invented the mechanical clock.
D) in the twelfth century that Al-Jazari was invented mechanical clock.

134. The person who………………………………………………………………..
A) has contributes to the invention of the oud is Al-Kindi.
B) had contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.
C) contributes to the invention of the oud is Al-Kindi.
D) contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.

135) Queen Rania …..………………………………………………………………..
A) who opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE.
B) was the person who in opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan 2007 CE.
C) who is  opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE.
D) was the person who opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE.

136) The place ……………………………………………………………………....
A) where Jordanian most weavers buy their raw materials is Madaba.
B) where most Jordanian weavers buy their raw materials is Madaba.
C) where Jordanian most weavers buy their raw is materials Madaba.
D) where Jordanian most weavers buy their raw materials is Madaba.

137) Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 CE.
     The year ……...…………………………………………………………………

138) It ………………………………………………………………………………….
A) is the heat where made the journey unpleasant.
B) is the heat where made the journey unpleasant.
C) was the heat that made the journey unpleasant.
D) was the heat where made the journey unpleasant.
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139) I like English most of all.
   The subject ……………………………………………………………………...

140) The mosque……………………………………………..……………………….
A) where was built by Abdal-Rahman I in 784 CE was The Great Mosque in

Cordoba.
  B) that was built by Abdal-Rahman I in 784 CE was The Great Mosque in Cordoba.
  C) where is built by Abdal-Rahman I in 784 CE is The Great Mosque in Cordoba.
  D) that is built by Abdal-Rahman I in 784 CE is The Great Mosque in Cordoba.
141) Artists usually meets to discuss ideas and ……...……….. each other's work.

         A)  criticise     B)   criticism    C) critic    D) critical
142) Taha Hussein is one of the most ……….... writers of the twentieth century.
              A) influence   B) influential     C) influentially   D) influenced
143) My grandfather often tells us about what he did in his ……………..……...

       A) youthing    B) young   C) youth     D) youther
144) Olives which are……..... grown in the world, have been cultivated for over
         6.000 years.

       A) extend       B)extensive     C) extensively      D) extension
145) Jordan has a ……………….. of being a friendly and welcoming country. It
         is one of the safest places to visit in the Middle East.

       A) reputation      B) reputational      C) reputationally     D) repute
146) The newly constructed projects use recycled water which helps the……….
        of the environment.

       A) sustainable      B) sustainability    C) sustain   D) sustained
147) The …….……... system must be linked with the requirements of social and
         economic development for any country.

       A)  education       B) educate     C) educated    D) educational
148) Markets have different types of food which are ……………. Prepared from
        animal products.

       A) artificial    B) artified     C) artificially     D) artificiate
149) It is important to have an ………………….. of different countries' customs.

    A) aware    B) awareness     C) awared    D) awaren
150) The …………………….……. of the internet has changed the world.

       A) invent     B) invention     C) invented     D) inventive
151) This training course will ……………………...… you for a better job.

   A) qualify     B) qualification    C) qualifying   D) qualified
152) Fatima al-Fihri was born in the ……………………………………. century.

      A) ninth      B)nine     C) ninthly    D) ninety
153) My father bought our house with an ………...……… from his grandfather.

      A) inherit   B) inherited     C) inheritance     D) inheritedly
154) The Middle East is famous for the ……………………………….. of olive oil.

      A) produce     B) production    C) productive   D) produced
155) Most health centres ……….infants and babies against dangerous diseases.

      A)  inoculation     B) inoculates  C) inoculated    D) inoculate
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  For question ( 156 - 200 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C and
 D or answer the questions as necessary .                                             (45 points)

156) Last night I heard some bad news, it came white elephant. The correct
        coulour idiom is…………..
            A) see red      B) feel a bit blue   C) red-handed      D) out of the blue
157) It's normal to feel ……………… from time to time. It happens to all people.
            A) white elephant     B) green light  C) a bit blue     D) red-handed
158) scientists have discovered an ………… artifacts dated back to the Aztecs.
            A) origenal      B) original     C) uriginal     D) originel
159) It was Ramadan ............. won the first prize last year.
            A)  when      B) which    C) whose    D) who
160) A doctor  is a person …………………works in a hospital .
            A) that      B) which      C) whose       D) where
161) The Giralda tower,..is one of the most important buildings in Seville, Spain.
            A) that      B) which      C) whose   D) where
162) We have  got the permission to start the new road !
         Replace the underlined word with a suitable color idiom………………………..
163) You can connect ……………. other people through the internet.

       A) on    B) with      C) about    D) in
164) Geometry and arithmetic are subjects ...…. are studied by mathematicians.

       A) who      B) which     C) whose    D) where
165) Most doctors are used to be ………….…about the validity of homoeopathy.

       A)  skeptecal      B) sceptical     C) skeptecal     D) sceptecal
166)  ………....….. is a form of complementary medicine which uses thin needles.

       A)  acubancture      B) acupancture      C) acubuncture    D) acupuncture
167) It is Al - Kindi's work in ...…and geometry that has made him most famous.
            A) arithmetik    B) arithmetic     C) arithmatik    D) arithmatic
168) Most young people communicate through …………………………….. .
            A) sotial media    B) social media    C) sotial madia    D) social madia
169) Everyone should learn a ………………………………………… language.
            A) foraign     B) fareign     C) forein     D) foreign
170) Many family doctors study complementary medicine alongside......................
        treatments.

       A) konventional     B) convintional    C) conventional    D) konvintional
171)  Students follow a programme of academic study, which includes ……,…...
         courses.

       A) compulsory       B) compulsury    C) kompulsory     D) kompulsury
172) Doctors hope that the new drug will reduce the cancer patients…………...
         overnight.

       A) symbtoms      B) symbtums    C) symptoms    D) symptums
173) Complementary medicine can't substitute ……. because it doesn’t produce
        the needed antibodies.

       A) immonisations    B) immunisations     C) immunistions    D) ammunistions
174) However…….what about positive feelings and attitudes………

       A)  , / ?       B) . / .       C) , / !      D) . / ?
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175) In 1965 CE…….. the average Jordanian's life expectancy was age 50 ……..
       A) , / !      B) . / ?    C) , / .      D) . / ,

176) Adeeb is going to visit the USA…. France….. the UK…..Ireland .
       A) , / , / and      B) , / and /,      C) , / . / and    D) , / and    /.

177) The….... has begun an expansion programme..…uilding started in 2011 CE.
       A)  KHCC / b      B) KHcc  / b     C) Khcc  / B    D) KHCC / B

178) He ……………………………………………... college in autumn.
       A)  plans to starting   B) is planning to starts
       C) plans to starts     D) plans to start

179) I’ve …………………………………………………...come and eat!
       A)  finished cooking     B) finish to cook
       C) finish cooking   D) finished cook

180) Adel ……………………………………………………… there about seven.
       A)  expecting to be    B) expects to be   C) expects  being   D) expects  to been

181) Don’t ……………………….. the document as soon as you are finished.
       A)  forgetting to sign   B) forgets to sign
       C) forget to sign    D) forget to signing

182) Ezz's plants are dead. I am sure he hasn’t watered them. Ezz ….. his plants.
       A) can’t have water       B) can’t have watered
       C) must  have water      D) must have watered

183) The child is really talented. I am sure his parents are proud of him.
        The child’s parents ……….. proud of him.

        A) mustn’t be   B) can’t be   C) must be    D) might be
184) teenagers should avoid …………………………….

        A) to smoke   B) smoke    C) smoking     D) smokes
185) Would you mind ……………..…………….. the door, please?

        A) to close    B) close   C) closing    D) closes
186) I have heard a beautiful story that took ……………… in the 19th century.

        A) start    B) around   C) down     D) place
187) I’ve never visited the new gallery. I’d like to go there and ………………....

        A) meet up    B) look around     C) settle down     D) get started
188) I’m sorry I’m late. I didn’t …...…………………………early this morning.

        A) take place    B) wake up    C) meet up      D) look around
189) You must know ………………………… the dangers of the Internet.

        A) off     B) at    C) up      D) about
190) It isn’t necessary to switch off the screen .
             A) You can't switch off the screen .
             B) You can switch off the screen .
             C) You haven’t to switch off the screen .
             D) You don’t have to switch off the screen .
191) You are allowed to touch this book.
              A) You can't touch this book .
              B) You mustn’t  touch this book .
              C) You can touch this book.
              D) You have to touch this book .
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192) Moreover, it was Fatima’s sister, Mariam, who supervised the building of
         the Andalus Mosque.
        The function of using '' Moreover '' in the above sentence is ……….

        A)  recommendation     B) result     C) cause      D) continuation
193) As a result, students can then share information and help each other with
        tasks.
        The function of using '' As a result '' in the above sentence is ……….

         A) conclusion    B) contrasting     C) consequence     D) oppositions
194) They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However,
         others are not so sure.
        The function of using '' However '' in the above sentence is ……….

         A) conclusion      B) contrasting       C) consequence       D) continuation
195) Despite the best efforts of conservation groups, the world’s animals, is still
        decreasing.
         The function of using '' Despite '' in the above sentence is ……….

         A) opposition      B) introducing ideas     C) consequence      D) conclusion
196) Ibrahim / he had gone /said / theatre / that / with/ to the / his friends /.
        The sentence that has the correct order of the words of and phrases above is :

A) He said that Ibraheem had to gone the theatre with his friends.
B) Ibraheem said he with had gone to the theatre that his friends.
C) Ibraheem said that he had gone to the theatre with his friends.
D) He said that the theatre had gone to Ibraheem with his friends.

197) you / seen /have / Nasser's / postcards /of / collections /?
         The sentence that has the correct order of the words of and phrases above is :

A) You have seen Nasser's postcards of collections?
B) Have you seen Nasser's collections of postcards?
C) You have seen collections postcards of Nasser's?
D) Have you seen of Nasser's postcards collections?

198) the sentence that has been written correctly is …………….
A) Luckily, the police arrived, and the thief red was caught handed.
B) The police arrived, and the thief was caught red handed luckily.
C) Luckily, the police caught arrived, and the thief was red-handed.
D) Luckily, the police arrived, and the thief was caught red-handed.

199) the sentence that has been written correctly is …………….
A) A bad very reputation of the blue came to him out.
B) A very bad reputation came of him out to the blue.
C) A bad very reputation of came to him out the blue.
D) A very bad reputation came to him out of the blue.

200) Al-Kindi made many important mathematical ……………………………...
             A) discovery   B) discover    C) discoveries   D) discovered

الاستاذ أمجد قديمات - بالتوفيق للجميع  
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1. D) reducing  patients symptoms
2. Adult and paediatric patients
3. D) rely on
4. C) high blood pressure
5. B) outweigh
6. He was a gifted pupil of a famous musician from Baghdad.
7. C) Cordoba
8. D) arthritis
9. They said that the treatment helped.
10. C) The growing popularity of fast food.
11. A) the boy
12. B) prosthetic
13. B) he lost his hand in an accident .
14. C) artificial
15. His work in arithmetic and geometry
16. D) polymath
17. D) irrigate
18. It describes how to treat different types of soil.
19. Ibn Bassal and his followers
20. B) fertile
21. C) blog
22. B) whiteboard
23. D) create
24. A) send
25. D) carbon footprint
26. A) urban planning
27. B) apparatus
28. C) physician
29. C) helmet
30. D) mouse
31. B) computer chip
32. C) program
33. D) model
34. C) communicate
35. B) immunisation
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36. D) arthritis
37. C) ailment
38. C) the blue
39. D) alien
40. B) catch
41. D) spend
42. D) inspire
43. D) monitor
44. A) arithmetic
45. D) physician
46. C) equipment
47. B) astronomer
48. D) fund
49. C) disabilities
50. D) calculations
51. C) permission
52. B) red-handed
53. B) viable
54. C) something that has cost a lot of money but has no useful purpose.
55. D) economic growth
56. D) don’t park
57. C) is hurting
58. D) hasn’t studied
59. C) hadn’t been swimming
60. D) had / done
61. D) was living
62. D) was working
63. C) played / had taken
64. A) hadn’t been playing
65. D) did /die
66. C) were / doing
67. C) Are / learning
68. C) don’t / go
69. C) relaxes
70. C) hasn’t
71. C) Have / ridden
72. D) be preparing
73. C) will have found
74. D) is going to meet
75. C) hadn’t been playing
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76. D) to participate
77. D) aren’t
78. C) have had
79. C) rang / were watching
80. D) had / been
81. C) had been working
82. C) won't see
83. D) did / leave
84. D) did / construct
85. D) Did /go
86. B) cut
87. A)  having /typed
88. C) have / painted
89. D) had / edited
90. C) has / delivered
91. I had my car washed.
92. I have had my car fixed.
93. Adel will be having his fridge repaired.
94. D) They are having the photos printed.
95. D) She had been having her teeth checked.
96. A)  be watered
97. C) been built
98. D) been being visited
99. D) are translated
100. C)  is spoken
101. The house had to be cleaned on time by her.
102. Enough drinks have been bought to the party.
103. D) The light is usually turned off  by him.
104. D) The exam hasn't been taken yet.
105 A) The TV was being watched by Adel and Ezz.
106. Ezz wondered if  he had spoken to Adel.
107. Ezz wanted to know what time the match had started.
108. My friend said that Adel hadn’t been at the class.
109. My father commanded me not to throw the garbage in the street.
110. Adel and Ezz said that they hadn’t played with them.
111. B) Ezz wanted to know that how long Adel had had his mobile phone.
112. D) Adel said that he had written me that letter.
113. B) Ezz promised that he might play with him.
114. C) Ezz asked that whether he had been playing video games.
115. B) If I were you , I would go to the dentist.
116. B) used to play
117. A) is used to teaching
118. D) didn’t use to feed
119. D) is used to using
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120. C) aren’t used to studying
121. My friend is used to driving his father's car.
122. My grandfather isn’t used to running every morning.
123. D) It is not normal for my brother to ride a bicycle for long distances.
124. A) We aren’t used to living in the desert.
125. B) They are not used to playing together   .
126. C) It was the Nabateans who built Petra.
127. The country where Jabir Ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq.
128. D) Al-Jazari invented in the twelfth century was the mechanical clock.
129. Abd al-Rahman 1 was the person who built The Great Mosque in Cordoba in
        784 CE.
130. A) when the Great Mosque in Cordoba was built was 784 CE.
131. The thing that makes parties exciting is meeting new friends.
132. B) impresses me more than anything else is my neighbours'  generosity .
133. C) in the twelfth century that Al-Jazari invented the mechanical clock.
134. D) contributed to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi.
135. D) was the person who opened the Children’s Museum of Jordan in 2007 CE.
136. B) where most Jordanian weavers buy their raw materials is Madaba.
137. The year when / in which Petra was made a World Heritage Site was 1985 CE.
138. C) was the heat that made the journey unpleasant.
139. The subject that I like most of all is English.
140. B) that was built by Abdal-Rahman I in 784 CE was The Great Mosque in
        Cordoba.
141. A)  criticise
142. B) influential
143. C) youth
144. C) extensively
145. A) reputation
146. B) sustainability
147. D) educational
148. C) artificially
149. B) awareness
150. B) invention
151. A) qualify
152. A) ninth
153. C) inheritance
154. B) production
155. D) inoculate
156. D) out of the blue
157. C) a bit blue
158. B) original
159. D) who
160. A) that
161. B) which
162. The green light
163. B) with
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164. B) which
165. B) sceptical
166. D) acupuncture
167. B) arithmetic
168. B) social media
169. D) foreign
170. C) conventional
171. A) compulsory
172. C) symptoms
173. B) immunisations
174. A)  , / ?
175. C) , / .
176. A), / , / and
177. D) KHCC / B
178. D) plans to start
179. A)  finished cooking
180. B) expects to be
181. C) forget to sign
182. B) can’t have watered
183. C) must be
184. C) smoking
185. C) closing
186. D) place
187. B) look around
188. B) wake up
189. D) about
190. D) You don’t have to switch off the screen .
191. C) You can touch this book.
192. D) continuation
193. C) consequence
194. B) contrasting
195. A) opposition
196. C) Ibraheem said that he had gone to the theatre with his friends.
197. B) Have you seen Nasser's collections of postcards?
198. D) Luckily, the police arrived, and the thief was caught red-handed.
199. A very bad reputation came to him out of the blue.
200. C) discoveries
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